Abstract. We investigate the seven exceptional families as defined in [GMT]. Experimental as well as rigorous evidence suggests that to each family corresponds exactly one manifold. A certain two generator subgroup in PSL(2, C)
INTRODUCTION
The following important theorem is proved in [GMT] : Theorem 1.1: Let N be a closed hyperbolic 3-manifold. Then i) If f : M → N is a homotopy equivalence, where M is a closed irreducible 3-manifold, then f is homotopic to a homeomorphism. ii) If f, g : M → N are homotopic homeomorphisms, then f is isotopic to g.
iii) The space of hyperbolic metrics on N is path connected.
The proof of this theorem is based on the following theorem of D. Gabai [7] which states that Theorem 1.1 is true if some closed geodesic in N has a noncoalescable insulator f amily. Thus, the main technical result of [1] is: Theorem 1.2: If δ is a shortest geodesic in a closed hyperbolic 3-manifold, then δ has a non-coalescable insulator family.
A lemma of Gabai [Gabai] ensures that if δ is a core of an embedded hyperbolic tube of radius ln(2)/3 then δ has a noncoalescable insulator family. Theorem
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1.1 is proved by showing that all closed hyperbolic 3-manifolds, with seven exceptional cases, have embedded hyperbolic tubes of radius ln(2)/3 about their shortest geodesics. Then the authors of [GMT] show that any shortest geodesic in the six of the seven families satisfies a different condition that ensures that they have a non-coalescable insulator family. Finally, the seventh family is shown to correspond to the manifold known as Vol3, which by direct analysis satisfies the insulator condition.
We sketch some of the relevant definitions and the steps of the procedure used to prove theorem 1.2. A detailed description can be found in [GMT] . If a shortest geodesic in a hyperbolic manifold does not have the tube of the desired size there is a subgroup of its fundamental group generated by two elements and does not have this property. Thus, it is necessary to understand specific two-generator subgroups of PSL(2, C). This set is parameterized by a subset of C 3 as described in [GMT] . Each parameter corresponds to a 2-generator group with two specified generators called a marked group. Roughly speaking, the parameter space is subdivided into a billion small regions and it is shown that all but 7 cannot contain such a subgroup. Having eliminated all but these seven regions the remaining are eliminated by showing that if in six regions δ is a shortest geodesic with Corona(δ)> 2π then the fundamental group of the manifold contains a marked subgroup which lies in the seventh region. As mentioned above the seventh region corresponds to Vol3 which can be handled by geometric techniques. The focus of this paper is the question of existence of manifolds associated to these seven regions.
In [GMT] it is conjectured that each family X i (i from 1 to 6) contains a unique hyperbolic manifold N i . K. Jones and A. Reid use arithmetic techniques to prove existence and uniqueness of the manifold associated to region X 0 . Their methods allow them to find manifolds for all the regions with the exception of X 3 although questions of uniqueness remain open. In this paper we take an alternate approach by utilizing the invariants for the conjectured hyperbolic manifolds and searching the census of known manifolds to find a match. In addition we provide the calculations needed to identify X 3 in [Lipyan] A more detailed discussion of the invariants is carried out in Section 3.
THE TWO-GENERATOR SUBGROUPS
Here we discuss our methods for finding the marked subgroups of PSL(2, C) mentioned above. In [GMT] parameter ranges for the seven regions are specified. Quasirelators -words in the two generators what are close to the identity throughout each region and experimentally converge to the identity at some point in the region are specified as well. In [GMT] the allowed values for the two generators are specified by three complex parameters: L , D , R . Then the generators are defined as:
Approximate solutions to the relations for the generators are given in [GMT] . In particular, each of the seven regions corresponds to a range of values of L , D , R . For example, for region X 0 the range is: r 1 = f wF wwF wf ww r 2 = F wf wf W f wf w We solve for a, b and c such that the quasirelators are actually relations in the group. We obtain eight equations in 3 complex variables. From these three are independent and we use Newton's method to find high precision solutions for the parameters satisfying three of the equations. We compute an explicit example to make the procedure more clear. To obtain high precision numerical solutions the following version of Newton's Method was used. Given a smooth f : C n → C n we wish to recursively approach a zero of a polynomial by using linear approximations. Let x i be the i th approximation where x i ∈ C n . Then x i+1 is given by:
Using this relation we calculate the solution to the group relations to say 100 digits of precision using the number theory package PARI-GP [PG] . This allows us to compute tr(f 2 ), tr(w 2 ) and tr(f 2 w 2 ) to high precision as well. The parameters for the seven regions are given in the Appendix.
THE INVARIANT TRACE FIELD
The results of this section can be found in D. Coulson (2, C) . Let G be a group of covering transformations and letG be its preimage in SL(2,C). The traces of elements ofG generate a number field Q(trG). The invariant trace field k(G) of G is defined as the intersection of all the fields Q(G i ) where G i ranges over all finite index subgroups of G. The definition already makes clear that the invariant trace field is a commensurability invariant. It can be shown [Neum] that the invariant trace field in case of a subgroup < f, w|r 1 , r 2 > can be generated by tr(f 2 ), tr(w 2 ), tr(f 2 w 2 ). The three generators expressed in terms of the parameters L , D , R are:
GUESSING THE ALGEBRAIC NUMBERS
Once the traces are obtained to high precision we use the algdep() function of the PARI-GP package [PG] to guess a polynomial over the integers that has the desired number as root. Although the algdep() function cannot prove that the guess is in fact correct, one can prove this by using the guess to perform exact arithmetic and verify the relations (Section 7). PARI-GP computes the guess using the LLL algorithm [Neum] . From experience, the correct polynomial should have relatively small coefficients. Thus, although much of the procedure is trial and error one tends to develop an intuition regarding when the "correct" polynomial is produced by the program. For example, let us consider guessing the polynomial that generates tr(f 2 ) for the region X 3 . Using the numeric approximation given in the first table we look for exact solution for tr(f 2 ). We use the algdep() function to guess polynomials of degree 5, 11, 12, 14. Here are the results: As evident from the table the coefficients of the guessed polynomial become significantly smaller when degree twelve is reached. In fact, raising the degree beyond twelve does not help in this case since the polynomial of degree fourteen, for example, contains the one of degree twelve as a factor. Our initial guesses for the algebraic numbers which represent the roots were verified to be still correct when Newton's Method was allowed to compute the roots to 500 digit precision without recomputing the algebraic number. In this manner one gains confidence regarding the validity of the guess. Further discussion of the LLL algorithm can be found in [Neum] . Once we obtain tr(f 2 ), tr(w 2 ) and tr(f 2 w 2 ) we find a primitive element which generates the field that contains all three traces by trying several linear combinations of the three numbers. We summarize our findings in a table: 
Searching the Census
In [JR] Jones and Reid give the invariant trace field, approximate volume and first homology of the exceptional manifolds associated to the regions X 1 , X 2 , X 4 and X 5 . We find manifolds from the SnapP ea closed census which have the same invariants as given in [JR] and find isomorphisms from their fundamental groups to the groups G i =< f, w|r 1 (X i ), r 2 (X i ) >, where r 1 (X i ) and r 2 (X i ) are quasirelators for the region X i . The Snap package [Snap] includes a text file, called closed.fields, which lists the invariant trace field and several other fields for each of the manifolds in the closed census. Using this file, we were able to find the manifolds that have the same invariant trace fields as the four regions X 1 , X 2 , X 4 , and X 5 . Table 5 shows how many manifolds there are in each of these categories. Remark: The polynomials for the invariant trace fields for the regions X 1 and X 5 in Table 5 are different from the ones given in [JR] . It can be checked using PARI-GP that they give isomorphic fields. We give Snap description of fields as it is canonical.
Once we have the manifolds with the correct invariant trace fields listed, we check them against a list of manifolds having the volumes (V), first homologies (H 1 ), and shortest geodesic lengths (l min ) suggested for each region in [GMT] and [JR] . Table 6 below gives the approximate volume, first homology, approximate length of shortest geodesic and the SnapP ea descriptions of the manifolds with those invariants. SnapP ea rigorously shows that in each region, the manifolds we found are all mutually isometric. The above manifolds include the manifolds mentioned in a remark in [GMT] for the regions X 1 ,X 2 ,X 5 . It is shown in [JR] that the manifold associated to X 5 is isometric to the manifold associated with X 6 . Unfortunately, manifolds with volumes as large as the volume for X 4 (or X 3 ) are not listed in the Weeks' Census. X 4 is the subject of Section 7. X 3 is discussed in [Lipyan] .
The Isomorphisms
The manifold associated with each region is expected to have a fundamental group generated by two generators and satisfying two relations given by the quasirelators for that region, which are given in [GMT] . These groups have the form G i as given above. The fundamental groups of the manifolds from the SnapP ea census have a presentation with two generators and two relations. We let the generators for the manifolds be a and b. Table 7 shows the quasi-relators for each region and the relations for the fundamental group of each manifold (given by SnapP ea).
With the help of the program testisom [Rees] we found isomorphisms between the fundamental groups of the above manifolds and the groups G i . Table 7 shows the groups and Table 8 shows the isomorphisms for the three regions. Table 7 Region Quasi-Relators
Manifold This shows that the above manifolds are the exceptional manifolds associated to the regions X 1 , X 2 and X 5 .
THE MANIFOLD ASSOCIATED TO THE REGION X 4
In this section we give a description of the manifold associated to the region X 4 as a double cover of an orbifold commensurable to a manifold in SnapPea's census of closed manifolds 1 . In Section 5 and 6 using the approximate volumes and other data given by Jones and Reid in [JR] we found manifolds from the SnapPea's census of closed manifolds with fundamental groups isomorphic to the groups for the regions X 1 , X 2 and X 5 . The regions X 3 and X 4 could not be handled because of their large volumes. However for the region X 4 a list of manifolds was found in the closed census having half the volume of X 4 and the same arithmetic invariants. These manifolds are: (−4, 3) , and s287 (−3, 1) .
In a hope for obtaining the manifold for X 4 as a double cover of one of these manifolds we compared index two subgroups of the fundamental groups of each of these manifolds to G 4 , the group for X 4 . The index two subgroups were obtained using GAP [GAP] . Most of the subgroups were eliminated as they had different homology from G 4 . One index two subgroup of the census manifold m369 (−1, 3) had the same homology, the same orthodistances and lengths for its elements as for X 4 .
Using the program testisom [Rees] it was checked that this subgroup was not isomorphic to the G 4 . However using the similarity of the geometric information for this subgroup and G 4 we obtained an orbifold quotient of this subgroup which had the G 4 as an index two subgroup. The computations and presentations were obtained using GAP and magnus and the isomorphisms were checked using testisom.
Theorem 7.1 The manifold asociated to the region X 4 is commensurable to the manifold m369(−1, 3) in SnapPea's census of closed manifolds. This manifold is obtained as a double cover of a orbifold which is double covered by a double cover of m369 (−1, 3) .
Using snap we get a presentation of π 1 (M ).
Then φ is a homomorphism and ker(φ) is an index two subgroup of π 1 (M ) generated by b and c. Let N denote the double cover of M corresponding to this subgroup so that π 1 (N ) = ker(φ). Using GAP we obtain a presentation of π 1 (N ).
where r 1 = bcbbbcbCBcbCBcbccbcccbcccbccbcBCbcBC and r 2 = cbCBcbCBcbccbcccbcccbccbcccbcccbcccbccbcccbcccbcccbcBCbcBCb.
Let ψ : π 1 (N ) → π 1 (N ) be defined by ψ(c) = C and ψ(b) = cccb. Then ψ is an isomorphism of π 1 (N ) of order two. Extending the group π 1 (N ) by this isomorphism we obtain a group H whose presentation is H =< b, c, t/r 1 , r 2 , tcTc, tbTBCCC, tt > . π 1 (N ) is a subgroup of H of index two and the quotient of H 3 by H is an orbifold O ( due to the torsion element t) which is double covered by N . Let µ : H → Z 2 be defined by µ(c) = 0, µ(b) = µ(t) = 1. Then µ is a homomorphism and ker(µ) is an index 2 subgroup of H generated by elements c and bt. Again using GAP we obtain the presentation ker(µ)= G.
where s 1 = yXYXyXYXyxxyyxxxyxyxYxyxYxyxyxxxyyxx, s 2 = yxYxyxYxyxyxxxyyxxyyxxxyyxxyyxxxyxyxYxyxYxyx and s 3 = YXXXYXYXyXYXyxxyyxxxyxyxxxyyxxyXYXyXYX.
Then G is a torsion free subgroup of H of index 2. Hence it gives a manifold M 4 which double covers the orbifold O. The presentation for G 4 is G 4 =< f, w/r 1 (X 4 ), r 2 (X 4 ) > where r 1 (X 4 ) = FFwfwFwfWfwfWfwFwfwFFwwFWFwFWFww and r 2 (X 4 ) = rmF F wf wF wf wF F wwF W F wF W f W F W f W F wF W F ww.
Using testisom we find an isomorphism ν : G 4 → G given by ν(x) =f and ν(y) =FW. The inverse of ν is given by ν −1 (f ) =y and ν −1 (w) =YX. We have the following diagram where every arrow denotes a 2 : 1 covering map. [GMT] . So we hoped that some extension of π 1 (N ) should contain G 4 and so we started out by finding isomorphisms of π 1 (N ) . From the geometry we figured that a map of the form c → C and b → c n b should work. This way we arrived at the isomorphism ψ above.
EXACT ARITHMETIC COMPUTATIONS
Once a = √ L , b = √ R , and c = √ D have been found to high precision, Pari-GP can be used to guess minimal polynomials for a, b, and c. Then, if a field extension can be found containing a, b, and c, they can be represented exactly in PARI-GP. For the regions X 0 , X 5 , and X 6 , a, b, and c are all contained in Q(a). By expressing the matrix entries as algebraic numbers one can verify the relations directly. For example, for X 0 , the minimal polynomial for a and c is x 8 + 2x 6 + 6x 4 + 2x 2 + 1, and b = 1, so we can express a, b, and c as: a = Mod(x, x^8 + 2*x^6 + 6*x^4 + 2*x^2 + 1), b = Mod(1, x^8 + 2*x^6 + 6*x^4 + 2*x^2 + 1), and c = Mod(x, x^8 + 2*x^6 + 6*x^4 + 2*x^2 + 1).
Then, using the formulae of Section 2, GP calculates the quasirelators exactly as:
[Mod(1, x^8 + 2*x^6 + 6*x^4 + 2*x^2 + 1) 0]
[0 Mod(1, x^8 + 2*x^6 + 6*x^4 + 2*x^2 + 1)].
Thus, exact arithmetic verifies rigorously that the L , D , and R which were calculated for X 0 using Newton's method are correct -the quasirelators are in fact relators for these points.
In general, to perform exact arithmetic it is best to proceed indirectly. We follow the method described in [Lipyan] : Given that f , w are generic (f w−wf is nonsingular), if f 2 , w 2 are any matrices in SL(2, C) such that tr(f 2 ) = tr(f ), tr(w 2 ) = tr(w) and tr(f −1 2 w 2 ) = tr(f −1 w) then the two pairs are conjugate. Thus, it suffices to solve the word problem for the group generated by f 2 , and w 2 .
Let tr 1 = trace(f ), tr 2 = trace(w), tr 3 = trace(f −1 w). Furthermore let:
Where (tr 2 − z) * z = 1. Then, according to [Lipyan] , the pair (f 2 , w 2 ) are conjugate to (f, w) . Observe that in this form the entries of the matrices are in an at most degree two extension of the trace field. The coefficients of the original f , and w , may have arbitrary index over the trace field. As f 2 , w 2 give an efficient way to solve the word problem Table 9 displays the computation of z, tr 1 , tr 2 and tr 3 for all regions. In all cases z is the primitive element and tr i ∈ (z : Q). One easily verifies the relations using this table. Table 9 Region
Trace Triple in terms of z Primitive Element tr(f ) = tr 1 Minimal Polynomial tr(w) = tr 2 Numerical Value tr(f −1 w) = tr 3 X 0 −z − 6z 3 − 2z 5 − z
RESULTS AND CONJECTURES
Here we compare our results with the results and conjectures mentioned in [GMT] as well as [JR] . The invariant trace fields for all the regions with the exception of X 3 were computed by arithmetic methods in [JR] . Our approach, which utilizes a different method, confirms the results of [JR] where there is overlap. In addition, we were able to determine the invariant trace field corresponding to the region X 3 which is not discussed in [JR] as well prove that in fact there is a two generator subgroup in this region which satisfies the relations. A search in the Week's census of the SnapP ea software failed to find a match for a manifold with the same invariant trace field as X 3 . Our results imply progress in resolving the following conjectures stated in [GMT] : i) Each family X i (i from 1 to 6) contains a unique hyperbolic manifold N i such that N i has the fundamental group < f, w|r 1 (X i ), r 2 (X i ) >. Using exact arithmetic we are able to prove ii) for all regions. In the case i=1,2,5 we are able to find manifolds in the census which have fundamental groups isomorphic with groups found in the respective regions given by the quasirelators. For i=3 see [Lipyan] . 
Appendix

